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Struts Survival Guide: Basics to Best Practices (J2ee Survival Series)ObjectSource Publications, 2004
Struts is the web application framework choice for building J2EE applications in the enterprises. This book covers Struts from a practical approach rather than technology perspective. In addition, it covers the best practices that have emerged in the industry using Struts over the years.

Minor decisions during architecture and design...
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The Cambridge Companion to the Roman Economy (Cambridge Companions to the Ancient World)Apress, 2012

	The Cambridge Companion to the Roman Economy offers readers a comprehensive and innovative introduction to the economy of the Roman Empire. Focusing on the principal determinants, features, and consequences of Roman economic development and integrating additional web-based materials, it is designed as an up-to-date survey that is accessible...
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Airfield Safety and Capacity Improvements: Case Studies on Successful ProjectsAmerican Society of Civil Engineers, 2012

	Airfield Safety and Capacity Improvements: Case Studies on Successful Projects presents six case studies focused on the planning, engineering, and management of major construction projects at active airports. The construction or reconstruction of runways, aprons, ramps, or terminals while an airport is open for regular operations poses...
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The RF in RFID: Passive UHF RFID in PracticeNewnes, 2007
This book includes a survey of all RFID fundamentals and practices in the first part of the book while the second part focuses on UHF passive technology. This coverage of UHF technology and its components including tags, readers, and antennas is essential to commercial implementation in supply chain logistics and security. 

Reaaders of...
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Theoretical Aspects of Local Search (Monographs in Theoretical Computer Science. An EATCS Series)Springer, 2007
In 1958 Croes published a twenty page article in Operations Research describing a new method to handle traveling salesman problems based on the iterative use of simple edge-exchange mechanisms. This article can be seen as the seminal paper on local search, reporting for the first time the success of simple neighborhood-based iteration methods when...
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Artificial Intelligence and Computational Intelligence: International Conference, AICI 2010, Sanya, ChinaSpringer, 2010


	The 2010 International Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Computational

	Intelligence (AICI 2010) was held October 23–24, 2010 in Sanya, China. The AICI

	2010 received 1,216 submissions from 20 countries and regions. After rigorous

	reviews, 105 high-quality papers were selected for publication in the AICI 2010...
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Exporting: The Definitive Guide to Selling Abroad ProfitablyApress, 2013

	"Delaney's excellent book truly is the definitive guide. It easily and thoroughly explains everything you need to know." Steve Strauss, USA Today


	"Exporting: The Definitive Guide to Selling Abroad Profitably is generously sprinkled with Notes and Tips that deliver concise, insightful bursts of...
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Applications of Evolutionary Computing: EvoWorkshops 2007:EvoCOMNET, EvoFIN, EvoIASP, EvoINTERACTION, EvoMUSART, EvoSTOC, and EvoTransLog, Valencia, SpainSpringer, 2007
This book constitutes the refereed joint proceedings of seven workshops on evolutionary computing, EvoWorkshops 2007, held in Valencia, Spain in April 2007.
The 55 revised full papers and 24 revised short papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from a total of 160 submissions. In accordance with the seven workshops covered, the...
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Metaheuristics for Bi-level Optimization (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2013

	This book provides a complete background on metaheuristics to solve complex bi-level optimization problems (continuous/discrete, mono-objective/multi-objective) in a diverse range of application domains.


	Readers learn to solve large scale bi-level optimization problems by efficiently combining metaheuristics with complementary...
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UML DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2005
There’s no easier, faster, or more practical way to learn the really tough subjects
UML  Demystified explains how to read, model, and use UML to create well-structured, stable software products. This self-teaching guide comes complete with key points, background information, quizzes at the end of each chapter,...
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Dictionary of Military Terms: Over 6,000 Words Clearly DefinedA & C Black Publishers, 2010

	Over 6,000 entries provide up-to-date coverage of British, American, and international military vocabulary.


	 


	English is the language most frequently used in international military and peacekeeping operations. This dictionary aims to provide a basic vocabulary of British and American terms relating to the...
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Systems Engineering Tools and Methods (Engineering and Management Innovations)CRC Press, 2010

	With coverage that draws from diverse disciplines, Systems Engineering Tools and Methods demonstrates how, using integrated or concurrent engineering methods, you can empower development teams. Copiously illustrated with figures, charts, and graphs, the book offers methods, frameworks, techniques, and tools for designing,...
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